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Abstract Retrieving the total number density [OH], which is used in the chemical balance equations
and is the sum of both ground and excited vibrational state populations, is a challenging problem to such a
degree there exist no such estimates from recent space observations. We present a novel retrieval approach
to simultaneously and self-consistently derive both [O(3P)] and total [OH] in the nighttime mesosphere
and lower thermosphere which operates with the Meinel band volume emission rates and their ratios.
Its application to the Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) and
Scanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) observations
shows a good agreement of the retrieved [O(3P)] taking into account the measurement uncertainties and
variation of model inputs used. However, retrieved [OH] show a large discrepancy, mainly above 90 km.
SCIAMACHY [OH] is generally in good agreement with WACCM [OH] after accounting for uncertainties,
while SABER OH is larger than WACCM [OH] by up to a factor of 2.
Plain Language Summary

The hydroxyl molecule plays an important role in the physics,
chemistry, and dynamics of the middle and upper atmosphere region (60–120 km). Obtaining total
hydroxyl density from its molecular emissions is a challenging problem to such a degree there exist no
such estimates from the recent space observations. We present a novel approach to obtain both atomic
oxygen and total hydroxyl densities in the middle and upper atmosphere from nighttime observations of
the hydroxyl molecular emissions. We apply the new approach to two different space-based instrument
observations of hydroxyl emissions at multiple infrared wavelengths. The atomic oxygen densities
obtained from the two instruments using our new approach are in good agreement after taking into
account uncertainties, while the hydroxyl densities show a large discrepancy.

1. Introduction
The hydroxyl radical (OH) plays a fundamental role in the chemistry and dynamics of the middle and upper
atmosphere. The measured OH rotational-vibrational line emissions are used to derive kinetic temperature
and observe dynamical processes such as tides, planetary, and gravity waves (Grygalashvyly et al., 2014 and
references therein). Moreover, as was recently shown by Sharma et al. (2015) and Kalogerakis et al. (2016),
collisions between OH and O(3P) provide a nighttime source of O(1D). Therefore, detailed knowledge of
[OH] and its variability is crucially important in understanding the formation of different types of airglow
and infrared emissions (Kalogerakis, 2019; Panka et al., 2017) of the nighttime mesosphere.

© 2020. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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The emissions of nighttime mesospheric OH were measured by various instruments in a number of spectral
ranges. Pickett et al. (2006) used the Microwave Limb Sounder instrument on the Aura satellite measurements of the thermal emission from 2.5 THz rotational lines to retrieve the altitude profile from 18-94 km of
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the ground vibrational state OH(v = 0) density. Cosby and Slanger (2007) used the Echelle Spectrograph and
Imager on the Keck II telescope at Mauna Kea to measure emission intensities of 16 OH Meinel bands in the
spectral range 0.4–1.06 μm which were converted into the OH(v) column densities from v = 3–9. Migliorini
et al. (2015) analyzed the Visible and Infrared Thermal Imaging Spectrometer (VIRTIS) measurements on
board the Rosetta mission. VIRTIS performed limb scans of the OH Meinel Δv = 1,2 rotational-vibrational
bands from 87 to 105 km covering the latitude range from 38 to 47°N. Only the relative OH(v) population
distribution of OH(v = 1–9) was derived in this study. The Scanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter
for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) instrument on the Envisat mission measured several OH
emissions from 240 to 2,380 nm, among them 9–6, 8–5, 8–3, 5–2, 4–2, and 3–1 rotational-vibrational bands.
Zhu et al. (2020) used these SCIAMACHY observations to retrieve OH(v = 4, 5, 8, 9) number densities. The
Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) instrument on the TIMED
mission measures nighttime emissions of the OH Meinel bands at 2.0 and 1.6 μm originating from ν = 8, 9
and 4, 5, respectively. The 2.0 μm emission was used by Mast et al. (2013) to obtain sum of number densities
for OH(v = 8) and OH(v = 9) in the mesosphere. Overall, with the exception of a few studies which derive
specific OH(v) number densities, there have been no reported retrievals of total nighttime [OH] in the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) important for validating nighttime chemical models of these
atmospheric layers.
The brief overview for a selected but not comprehensive list of studies which is given above presents the
current status of the specific OH vibrational level densities retrievals from the OH emissions. In our study,
we present a novel approach for simultaneous self-consistent retrieval of [O(3P)] and [OH], where [OH] is
the total OH number density which is the sum of both ground and excited vibrational state populations,
in the MLT using nighttime satellite observations of OH band emissions. We apply this technique to the
SABER 2.0 and 1.6 μm channel signals, which measure the OH(9-7) + OH(8-6) and OH(5-3) + OH(4-2)
Meinel bands, respectively, as well as to SCHIAMACHY measured OH(9-6), OH(8-5), OH(5-2), and OH(42) band emissions. We show first retrieval results using both instruments and compare retrieved [O(3P)]
and [OH] to those simulated by the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM; Gettelman
et al., 2019).

2. Non-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium Model
We apply the non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) model for OH(v) developed by Panka
et al. (2017). This model is the first one which incorporated the new multiquantum quenching process
OH(v) + O(3P) (R5 in Table 1 below) suggested by Sharma et al. (2015) and confirmed via experimental
studies by Kalogerakis et al. (2016). Accounting for this new process allows our model for the first time to
reproduce the strong 4.3 μm nighttime emission measured by SABER. It was shown that this emission is
pumped by the energy transfer chain OH(v) ⇒ O(1D) ⇒ N2(v) ⇒ CO2(v3). Further, this model in combination with a new retrieval approach which utilized both SABER OH channels led to revised nighttime atomic
oxygen retrieved from the SABER OH emissions (Panka et al., 2018). Here we provide updates of the Panka
et al. (2017) model as well as discuss its features which are important for the new technique of simultaneous
[O(3P)] and [OH] retrievals from the OH band emissions.
Following Panka et al. (2017), our current model accounts for 10 vibrational levels with v = 0–9. Collisional
relaxation processes as well as chemical reactions accounted for in the model with corresponding rate coefficients are given in the Table 1. It solves the system,

Rvvnv  f v POH ,
(1)

v

where Rvv′ for v ≠ v′ are sums of rates for various radiative and collisional transitions between level v and
v′, (Rvv′ = −Rv′v) whereas Rvv is the sum (taken with the minus sign) of all nondiagonal elements in the v
column of the matrix R plus the term k7(v)[O(3P)], which is the chemical removal rate of the OH(v) state
in reaction OH(v) + O(3P) (R7 in Table 1). Further, nv = [OH(v)] is the density or population of vibrational
level v and the right side of Equation 1 are chemical production terms, with the total OH production rate
POH and branching ratios fv. Equation 1 is equivalent to the traditional presentation of the OH(v) non-LTE
problem nvLv = Pv (see, for instance, Grygalashvyly et al. (2014)) in terms of total production Pv and loss Lv
PANKA ET AL.
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Table 1
Chemical and Collisional Processes Used in the Model
Reaction rate (cm3sec−1)

Reaction

(R1)
(R2)
(R3)
(R4)
(R5)
(R6)
(R7)

f v(1)(v

a

H + O3 → OH(v ≤ 9) + O2
HO2 + O( P) → OH + O2
3

OH(v ≤ 9) + N2(0) ↔ OH(v-1) + N2(1)

OH(v ≤ 9) + O2(0) ↔ OH(0 ≤ v′ ≤ v-1) + O2(1)

Reference

k1 = afv(1) × 1.4 × 10−10exp(-470/T)

Burkholder et al. (2015) & Adler-Golden (1997)

k2 = bf v(2) × 3.0 × 10−11exp(200/T)

Burkholder et al. (2015)

k3 = cf v(3) × 1.4 × 10−13

Adler-Golden (1997) & Lacoursière et al. (2003)

k4 = d fv(4)  1013

Adler-Golden (1997)

3

1

k5 = ef v(5) × (2.3 ± 1) × 10−10

Kalogerakis et al. (2016) & Sharma et al. (2015)

3

3

see text

Caridade et al. (2013)

OH(v ≥ 5) + O( P) ↔ OH(0 ≤ v′ ≤ v-5) + O( D)
OH(v ≤ 9) + O( P) ↔ OH(0 ≤ v′ ≤ v-1) + O( P)

OH(v ≤ 9) + O( P) → H + O2
3

f v(2)(v

b

= 5–9) = (0.01, 0.03, 0.15, 0.34, 0.47).
= 0–9) see text.
(5)
25, 43, 102, 119, 309). ef v (v = 5–9) = (0.91, 0.61, 0.74, 0.87, 1.0).

−11

k7 = 4.5 × 10

f v(3)(v

c

, see text

Caridade et al. (2013)
(4)

= 1–9) = (0.06, 0.10, 0.17, 0.30, 0.52, 0.91, 1.6, 7, 4.8). df v (v = 1–9) = (1.9, 4, 7.7, 13,

rates for each v, where in our notations Pv = fvPOH + ∑v′≠vRv′vnv′ and Lv = Rvv. However, Equation 1 is more
convenient for further analysis.
In the nighttime MLT, hydroxyl is mainly produced in two reactions (Brasseur & Solomon, 2006):
H  O3  OH  O 2
(R1)

and
(R2)
HO2  O(3 P)  OH  O 2 ,
(reactions R1 and R2 in Table 1) with production rates
(2)

P1 k
k2 [HO 2 ][O(3 P)],
1[H][O3 ] and P2
respectively. As a result
POH  P1  P2  POH ( F1  F2 ),
(3)

where F1 = P1/POH and F2 = P2/POH are relative contributions of each reaction to the total production. With
accounting for the normalized branching ratios f v(1) and f v(2) ( f v(1,2)  1) for reactions (R1) and (R2), respectively, fv in the right hand side of Equation 1 is

v

(4)

fv
f v(1) F1  fv(2) F2 ,
where, again, ∑vfv = 1.
The relative contributions F1(z) and F2(z) of each OH chemical production reaction are determined from
simulations using version 6 of WACCM (Gettelman et al., 2019) run with specified dynamics. In this configuration the dynamical fields (temperature, zonal and meridional winds and surface pressure) are constrained in the troposphere and stratosphere to follow the Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research
and Applications (Molod et al., 2015). Using WACCM [H], [O3], [HO2], and [O(3P)] throughout the year,
we find that reaction (R2) contributes to the overall OH production below 87 km, while reaction (R1) completely dominates above this altitude. Accounting for reaction (R2) in the current model differs from the one
described by Panka et al. (2017), however, it does not change its main properties. We show below that this
modification is important for retrieving [OH] in the lower MLT and has only a minor effect on the [O(3P)]
retrievals presented by Panka et al. (2018).
Other chemical production and loss reactions, such as H + HO2 and OH + HO2, may impact the OH balance
in the mesosphere (Brasseur & Solomon, 2006). Using WACCM simulations, we find, however, that between
PANKA ET AL.
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80 and 100 km, these reactions contribute less than 1% to the total [OH] in a majority of cases. In a small
number of cases the H + HO2 reaction contributes at most only 5% of the total [OH] at 80 km, whereas
above this altitude contributions are still negligible. Therefore, we ignore these reactions in our retrievals as
they do not change the retrieved [OH].
Reaction (R1) is known to produce vibrationally excited OH(v) from v = 5–9 (Adler-Golden, 1997; Klenerman & Smith, 1987; Ohoyama et al., 1985). Branching ratios for this reaction in Table 1, f v(1), are taken from
Adler-Golden (1997) while previous studies also have concluded similar initial OH(v) distributions.
In contrast to (R1), the initial vibrational excitation of OH produced in the reaction (R2), where OH(v) levels
from v = 0–6 are energetically accessible, is not well understood. Although Lunt et al. (1988) reported laboratory evidence that OH produced in this reaction was vibrationally excited, the branching ratios were not
measured. In the same year, analyzing laboratory data, Kaye (1988), suggested OH is vibrationally excited
from v = 3–6. Llewellyn and Solheim (1978) as well as McDade and Llewellyn (1987) assumed, nevertheless, in their studies of atmospheric airglow observations that this reaction does not produce vibrational
excited OH at all. On the other hand, Lopez-Moreno et al. (1987) in a similar study supposed OH is vibrationally excited from v = 3–6, whereas Makhlouf et al. (1995) in their theoretical model of the OH emission
fluctuations assumed OH is excited only from v = 0–3. It is also worth noting that all laboratory studies and
airglow modeling efforts outlined above did not account for the reaction OH(v) + O(3P) recently found by
Sharma et al. (2015) and Kalogerakis et al. (2016) (Reaction [R5] in Table 1). Due to this lack of laboratory
and theoretical data on the HO2 + O(3P) reaction, we consider in this study four different cases of its OH
production, which are described in detail in Section 4.
We applied the rate coefficients k3 for the reaction (R3) OH(v) + N2(0) which are increased by a factor of
1.4 compared to those of Adler-Golden (1997), as was suggested by López-Puertas et al. (2004) for low MLT
temperatures, supported by Lacoursière et al. (2003) and by Burtt and Sharma (2008). These k3 values are
close but not equal to those calculated by Burtt and Sharma (2008). We, however, performed a test run using exactly k3 data from Burtt and Sharma (2008). The difference of retrieved results (O(3P) and total OH
densities) did not exceed 3%.
We consider in Table 1 two energy transfer processes and one chemical reaction for OH(v) + O(3P) collisions: vibrational-electronic (R5) and vibrational-translational (R6) transfers, and chemical removal (R7).
Multiquantum quenching is assumed for both reactions R5 and R6 with the coefficients for R5 taken from
Kalogerakis et al. (2016) and with those for R6 taken from Table 1 of Caridade et al. (2013). Caridade
et al. (2013) suggested a rate coefficient k7(v) for reaction R7 which increases with increasing v. We show the
mean value of this coefficient k7 in Table 1 which is introduced in Section 3.
We also make another change to our OH non-LTE model from the previous studies, namely we removed the
1.18 factor from the quenching rate coefficient between OH(v) + O2. This factor results in a slightly higher
quenching rate than the associated experimental studies reported, which have been nicely summarized in
Xu et al. (2012). We find that reducing OH(v) + O2 quenching rate has minor effects on the atomic oxygen
densities (2%–3%) compared to those retrieved by Panka et al. (2018).

3. Retrieval Algorithm
We use SABER measurements as the example for the description of the algorithm, however, any instrument
which observes multiple OH rotational-vibrational emissions simultaneously can utilize this methodology.
SABER measures the OH Meinel band emissions in two near-infrared channels: channel 8 at 2.0 μm (9→7
and 8→6 bands), and channel 9 at 1.6 μm (5→3 and 4→2 bands). Volume emission rates (VER) for each
channel can be presented as:
VER  [OH] Av ,v pv ,
(5)
v

where Av,v′ are the Einstein coefficients for bands contributing to measured emission and pv = nv/[OH]
(∑vpv = 1) are normalized populations of vibrational levels. Following Equation 5, the ratio VERCh8/VERCh9
for channels 8 and 9 can be reduced to the ratio of sums ∑vAv,v′pv and is, therefore, independent of [OH]. On
PANKA ET AL.
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the other hand, it follows from Equation 1 that normalized populations
pv satisfy the same system where POH is replaced by the production of OH
per sec per one OH molecule ΠOH = POH/[OH]. This ratio depends on the
collisional quenching rates and chemical loss rates which comprise the
Rvv′ coefficients of Equation 1. The latter makes the volume emission rate
ratios dependent on the densities of the collisional partners of OH (N2,
O2, and O(3P)) which are involved in its vibrational relaxation and chemical removal. Panka et al. (2018) found that VERCh8/VERCh9 are nearly
linearly dependent on the atomic oxygen volume mixing ratio (VMR).
By taking advantage of this relationship, a simple retrieval scheme was
developed, which fits the VER ratio of the measured signals with the
calculated ratio using the local O(3P) VMR as a fitting parameter. The
obtained results were in good agreement with other atomic oxygen retrievals which used different instruments and methods.
After [O(3P)] has been retrieved from the VER ratios, the second step is
retrieving [OH]. It follows from Equation 5, that if the normalized popuFigure 1. Retrieved [OH] profiles using SABER observations for four
lations pi are known, [OH] can be obtained by fitting the measured VER
reaction (R2) production cases. See text for details. SABER, Sounding of
the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry.
in any of the two SABER channels with this expression. However, Equation 1 suggests that to obtain pi one needs to know both [O(3P)] (which
enters the matrix coefficients Rvv′) and the production rate per one OH
molecule ΠOH = POH/[OH]. On the other hand, since radiative and collisional transitions between vibrational levels do not change total [OH], the sum of Equation 1 over v = 0–9 reduces to LOH = [O(3P)]∑vk7(v)
nv = POH or to LOH = k7[O(3P)][OH] = POH with k7 = ∑vk7(v)pv, where LOH is the total chemical loss of OH.
This expresses the balance between chemical loss and production of OH in the reactions accounted in the
model which is built in into system (1). Therefore, if following this balance relation, we replace POH in
Equation 1 by its total loss LOH then this will not change the solution of Equation 1. As a result, the retrieved
[OH] is
VER mes
[OH]retr 
,
(6)
*
 v Av ,v pv

where VERmes is the measured VER in any of two SABER channels and pv* are normalized populations obtained from solving Equation 1 for Π OH  k7 [O(3 P)]retr , where [O(3 P)]retr is the [O(3P)] retrieved from VER
ratios at the previous step in the algorithm. We note here that in the calculations described below, k7 varied
slightly around the value of 4.5 × 10−11 cm3 sec−1 which we show in Table 1. Additionally, replacing k7(v)
of Caridade et al. (2013) with this constant value influences neither [O(3P)] nor [OH] retrievals discussed
below.

4. The Role of Reaction R2
Due to a lack of laboratory and theoretical data on the OH(v) produced in the HO2 + O(3P) reaction, we
examined four cases: (1) no OH vibrational excitation, or f 0(2) = 1.0, f v(2) = 0 for v = 3–9; (2) OH is excited
up to v = 3, where we assume uniform branching ratios from v = 0–3; (3) OH is excited up to v = 6, where
we use Adler-Golden (1997) branching ratios for excitation from OH(v = 1–6); as well as the case (4) no
reaction (R2), or P2 = 0.
The [OH] profiles retrieved using the two-channel algorithm, which is described in the previous section,
from the SABER channel 8 and 9 VERs for four cases of reaction (R2) production are plotted in the left panel
of Figure 1, while differences between cases 2–4 compared to case 1 are shown in the right panel of this
figure. The black solid curve represents case 1, where we assume no OH vibrational excitation in reaction
(R2), and includes a 35% (see Section 5) uncertainty range. The red dotted and green solid profiles represent
[OH] retrievals for case 2 and 3, respectively. Case 2 brings almost no difference in the retrieved [OH] profiles compared to case 1. The lower vibrational levels OH(0–3) produced in this case of do not significantly
contribute to the emission of bands with upper levels OH(4–9) used in this tests. This is not true for case 3.
PANKA ET AL.
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As a result, the case 3 pumping scheme decreases the [OH] profile compared to case 1 by roughly 10%–20%
below 84 km. However, above this altitude the case 3 pumping scheme has almost no impact due to the decreasing contribution with altitude of reaction (R2) to the total OH production. This alternative branching
ratio distribution for reaction (R2) also increased [O(3P)] retrievals (not shown) by 10% below 84 km. Overall, both branching ratio distributions used for case 2 and 3 do not change the [O(3P)] and [OH] profiles to a
large degree compared to the original case 1 set up (OH(v = 0)), especially considering all 3 cases fall within
the uncertainty range. Lastly, we also tested the case where reaction (R2) is not considered at all (case 4, blue
solid). In the upper mesosphere, where this reaction has little impact on the OH production, the [OH] retrievals for this case look similar to cases 1–3. In the lower mesosphere, however, the importance of reaction
(R2) becomes clear, as differences between case 4 and cases 1–3 reach up to 50%. This further demonstrates
the importance of considering reaction (R2) when retrieving [OH]. Since cases 1–3 all fall within the uncertainty range of case 1, we use the case 1 model to retrieve [O(3P)]/[OH] presented in Section 5.

5. Results and Discussion
We apply the simultaneous [O(3P)]/[OH] retrieval technique described in Section 3 to SABER and SCIAMACHY VER measurements from 80 to 97 km. Model inputs such as temperature/pressure and measured
VERs are taken from the publicly available SABER Level 2A data set, while [O2], [N2], as well as initial
guesses for [O(3P)] are taken from WACCM. SCIAMACHY measured VERs are taken from the publicly
available Level 1b Version 8 data set. In the case of SCIAMACHY we first substituted SCIAMACHY OH(96), OH(8-5), OH(5-2), and OH(4-2) Einstein coefficients into Equation 5 and found that the ratios of SCIAMACHY VERs and atomic oxygen also demonstrate near linear dependence, similar to the VER ratios of
SABER observation studied by Panka et al. (2018).
We performed an extensive error analysis on the retrieved products which are described in detail in Panka (2017). The 1-σ uncertainty of [O(3P] and [OH] were determined by considering (1) the random error,
which gives a measure of the imprecision, specifically the random noise of the radiometer instrument (i.e
SABER and SCIAMACHY), and (2) the systematic error, which provides information on the inaccuracy or
the bias of the inferred quantities. The important sources of the systematic errors are instrument calibrations, non-LTE modeling parameters such as rate coefficients, and assumed atmospheric input parameters
(temperature/pressure and densities of molecules). We found that, overall, for altitudes above 85 km, the
systematic sources dominate the contribution to the total uncertainty, specifically quenching of OH by O2
and O(3P). Above 85 km, the combined 1-σ error for [O(3P)] was estimated to be ∼25%, while for [OH] it was
∼35% for both SABER and SCIAMACHY retrievals.
Figure 2 displays retrieved mean [O(3P)] and [OH] for latitude regions 20–40°N (left-panels) and 40–60°N
(right-panels) for September 2005. For each instrument, we performed retrievals using three sets of OH
Einstein coefficients: Groenenboom (2007) (VDL), Brooke et al. (2016) (BROOKE), and Gordon et al. (2017)
(HITRAN). We also plot [O(3P)]/[OH] WACCM calculations based on Gettelman et al. (2019) as well as recent [O(3P)] results of Zhu and Kaufmann (2018) and Zhu and Kaufmann (2019) derived from other SCIAMACHY emission bands. The red profiles represent [O(3P)]/[OH] retrievals using SABER signals, while the
blue profiles are retrieved from SCIAMACHY (for which we will use SCIA as shorthand hereafter). The blue
and red profiles with triangles (SCIA-HITRAN and SABER-HITRAN) are the only ones plotted with error
bars of ±25% for presentation purposes, however, all [O(3P)]/[OH] retrievals share the same uncertainty.
This uncertainty is estimated for SABER and SCIA [O(3P)] retrievals as described above.

Panka et al. (2018) were first to demonstrate that accounting for the new OH(v) + O(3P) (R5 in Table 1)
multiquantum process brought [O(3P)] retrieved from SABER measurements in agreement to other independent observations. All six retrieved [O(3P)] vertical profiles presented in Figure 2 overlap within their
uncertainties. They also provide an important proof of our OH(v) relaxation model and our retrieval technique. The results obtained from observations of different Meinel band emissions by two different instruments demonstrate excellent agreement, as well as to [O(3P)] derived from observations of other emissions.
We note, however, that the SABER-HITRAN profiles in Figure 2 demonstrate the highest values of [O(3P)]
retrieved in this study and lie outside the tight bands that the other five curves build. The SABER-BROOKE
(red-square) and SABER-VDL (red-circle) [O(3P)] profiles are similar in density to one another and to
PANKA ET AL.
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Figure 2. Zonal monthly mean profiles of the retrieved O(3P) and OH density from 20 to 40°N (left-panels) and 40–60°N (right panels) for the month of
September 2005. Top panel: retrieved O(3P) density. Middle-panel: retrieved OH densities. Bottom panel: OH densities residuals with respect to WACCM
simulations. See text for descriptions of the individual profiles.

three SCIA profiles but show pronounced differences compared to SABER-HITRAN profile. The higher
SABER-HITRAN [O(3P)] can be attributed to differences of the HITRAN A-coefficients for SABER measured Meinel bands compared to those from two other A-sets as they are the only varying parameters among
the SABER [O(3P)] retrieval runs. We otherwise use the same atmospheric input, collisional rates, reactions
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and measured signals. We note also, that SABER-HITRAN [O(3P)] is the closest to the SCIA results, obtained from other emissions as well as to the latest SCIA OH(v) emissions result. The SCIA [O(3P)] profiles
on the other hand are all similar to each other and are closest in density to WACCM (magenta) calculation,
specifically above 90 km. The Einstein coefficients among these data-sets vary significantly by up to 50%
for some transitions, however, the combination of bands that we are analyzing for this study suppress large
differences in their radiative rates. The results of Zhu and Kaufmann (2018) and Zhu and Kaufmann (2019)
are consistent with SCIA and SABER [O(3P)] profile from this study up to 92 km and are in slightly better
agreement with SABER-HITRAN above this altitude.
The middle panels of Figure 2 show [OH] from SABER and SCIA observations, which are retrieved at step 2
of the algorithm described in Section 3. Similar to the top panels, only error bars for the SCIA-HITRAN and
SABER-HITRAN profile are displayed with an uncertainty of ±35%. We find for these retrievals, that, on
average, the OH ground state population OH(0) accounts for 99%, 82%, 58%, and 53% of the OH molecules
at 80, 85, 90, and 95 km, respectively.
The bottom panels of Figure 2 show the residuals between retrieved [OH] and WACCM [OH]. We find that
SCIA [OH], for all three sets of Einstein coefficients, are in relatively good agreement with WACCM [OH]
(i.e., within 20%–50%). The SCIA-HITRAN [OH] are in the best agreement, with densities only 20%–30%
higher than WACCM, while SCIA-BROOKE [OH] was larger than WACCM by 40%–50% above 86 km.
When the uncertainty range of ±35% is considered, the SCIA [OH] profiles do not differ significantly from
WACCM.
The SABER [OH] profiles are in very good agreement with SCIA [OH] from 85 to 90 km. Above this altitude SABER [OH] are higher than WACCM and SCIA, reaching differences up to 60%–100% and 50%–60%,
respectively. The SABER [OH] differences above 90 km also become larger with altitude, whereas SCIA
[OH] profiles keep a relatively uniform difference from WACCM above 86 km. While the SABER-BROOKE
and SABER-VDL [OH] retrievals produce the highest [OH], their [O(3P)] counterparts are generally in good
agreement with one another and with SCIA and WACCM [O(3P)]. SABER-BROOKE and SCIA-BROOKE
cases also lead to retrievals that have similar [O(3P)] while the SABER-BROOKE [OH] are larger than SCIABROOKE by up to 60% above 90 km. This same behavior is seen for SABER-VDL (red-circle) and SCIA-VDL
(blue-circles) cases suggesting that there are intrinsic discrepancies between SABER and SCIA observations
as all other parameters in these retrievals are identical.
This discrepancy between SABER and SCIA data was first reported by Zhu et al. (2020). The authors used
SCIA signals at OH(9-6), OH(8-5), OH(5-2), and OH(4-2) to retrieve OH(v = 4, 5, 8, and 9), then subsequently simulate SABER OH 1.6 and 2.0 μm VERs in range of 80–96 km. The authors found SABER OH in-band
VERs measurements at 2.0 and 1.6 μm to be 35% and 23% higher than corresponding simulations obtained
from SCIA OH data, respectively, if all altitudes and latitudes are considered simultaneously in one fit. Particularly for mid-latitude regions, the study found SABER OH VERs to be higher than SCIA ones in a range
of 21%–50% at 83 km and 28%–100% at 96 km. These reported differences increase with altitude and are of
similar magnitude to [OH] retrieval differences displayed in the middle and bottom panels of Figure 2. Zhu
et al. (2020) further reports that the signal differences can be mostly reduced by up to 50% by taking into
account uncertainties in the Einstein coefficients as well as model parameter uncertainties and radiometric
calibration. The bottom panels of Figure 2 already demonstrate the effects of Einstein coefficients on [OH]
retrieval obtained using our technique, which utilizes SCIA VERs directly and does not involve Einstein coefficient ratios required for simulating SABER data. Meanwhile, taking into account the [OH] uncertainty
of ±35% allows for the SABER and SCIA [OH] retrievals to overlap even in the upper altitude region where
differences are no larger than 60%.

6. Conclusion
A new technique for the simultaneous self-consistent retrieval of [O(3P)] and [OH] from space observations
of OH Meinel band emissions is presented. The new method significantly differs from techniques used in
previous studies by Good (1976), Mlynczak et al. (2013), Kaufmann et al. (2014), Mlynczak et al. (2018),
Zhu and Kaufmann (2018), and Fytterer et al. (2019). By operating with ratios of VERs of two different OH
bands (or combination of bands), this method first retrieves [O(3P)] without a priori knowledge of [OH].
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It also does not require knowledge of the total OH chemical production rate and does not involve the assumption of chemical balance between the ozone loss and production, used in previous studies. Then using
retrieved [O(3P)], this method exploits the chemical balance between OH production and loss and retrieves
[OH] by fitting VER in any of two simultaneously observed OH emission bands (or band combinations).
We apply the new retrieval technique and revised OH non-LTE model for simultaneous retrievals of
[O(3P)]/[OH] from the OH limb emissions measured by the SABER and SCHIAMACHY instruments. We
perform detailed comparisons of [O(3P)]/[OH] retrievals from observations of both instruments as well as
with WACCM calculations. We find that [O(3P)] demonstrate low sensitivity to the variation of Einstein
A-coefficients for bands used in this analysis and are almost all in good agreement with one another from
80-96 km (with an exception for A-coefficients taken from current HITRAN database). Similar results are
seen for the retrieved [OH] below 90 km. Above this altitude, however, the same retrieval method applied
to SCIAMACHY and SABER yield rather different [OH]. The SABER retrieved [OH] are higher than SCIAMACHY, reaching differences up to 50%–60%, however, these differences are mostly suppressed when
accounting for model parameter uncertainties and signal noise. SCIAMACHY retrieved [OH] is generally
in good agreement with WACCM after accounting for uncertainties, while SABER [OH] is larger than WACCM by up to a factor of 2. These discrepancies require further investigation.
The new retrieval method developed in this study can be applied to retrieving both [O(3P)] and [OH] from
any other instrument observations of nighttime OH airglows, which simultaneously measure at least two
different OH bands. For instance the method can be used for OSIRIS (Sheese et al., 2014) (Optical Spectrograph and Infrared Imaging System) observations which measures various OH Meinel band emissions in
broad spectral intervals.

Data Availability Statement
The WACCM data used in this study can be obtained at the National Center for Atmospheric Research
website: https://www.earthsystemgrid.org/. The SCIAMACHY Level1b Version 8 data used in this study are
available at http://www.sciamachy.org/products/index.php. SABER Version 2A data are available at http://
saber.gats-inc.com. Retrievals of SABER O(3P) and OH densities are available on the NASA Space Physics
Data Facility (SPDF): https://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/ and the SABER public site: http://saber.gats-inc.com/.
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